Sendmail: Theory and Practice, Second Edition, is an authoritative and accessible guide to establishing and maintaining an electronic mail system using this powerful but very difficult software program. Highly regarded by the Sendmail community, this book is the only dedicated tutorial on the topic.

Sendmail: Theory and Practice, Second Edition, provides extensive "cookbook recipes" and hands-on instruction explaining how Sendmail works and how to manage even the most intricate mail system. After reading this book, system administrators, managers, and users will understand Sendmail's architecture, and how to design, configure, test, and maintain a distributed Sendmail system. The authors, recognized Sendmail authorities, have updated the book to cover the latest widely installed version of Sendmail and to address the critical new topics of SPAM and relay management, e-mail security, and Internet gateway design and configuration.

Contents: Background and History; Groundwork; Addressing and Delivery; Aliases and Local Delivery; Configuration Design; Configuration Basics; Table Driven Delivery; Configuration Details; Maintenance and Administration; Unwanted E-mail; Sendmail and Security; Appendices: Command Line Arguments; Configuration Options; Mailer Flags; Internal Class Names; Internal Macro Names; Log Levels; Debug Classes; Blaming Sendmail; Simple Configuration File; Other Resources
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